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Digital Freedom is an LGBT Issue 
Are You Queer? Do You Use the Internet? Then Digital Civil Liberties Should Matter to You 
Since 1990, the Electronic Frontier Foundation has been fighting to make sure when you go online your rights 
come with you. For the LGBT community, these rights are especially important. 

We're Fighting for Your Right to Free Speech 

Free Speech is strongly protected in the United States. That means that people in the U.S. are free to talk about 
queer issues online without fear of government intervention. In places like Russia, however, the government 
just passed a law banning "propaganda of nontraditional sexual relations to minors," a law used by the Russian 
government to limit speech by the LGBT community and silence the gay rights community. EFF fights for free of 
speech all over the world, protecting users from government laws or actions that unlawfully inhibit free 
expression in our digital communications. 

We're Fighting for Your Right to Privacy 

Many in the LGBT community grapple with the right to privacy. Whether you're exploring your sexual identity 
online, seeking support from LGBT peers when there are none available in your community, or keeping your 
sexual orientation secret from your family, co-workers, or classmates out of fear of bullying or reprisals, 
protecting your privacy online may be an important part of protecting your physical safety.  

EFF is Fighting For Your Right to Freedom from Government Surveillance 

Historically, government surveillance has been used to out, blackmail, humiliate, and bully LBGT people. In the 
1960’s FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover maintained a notorious 'Sex Deviate' file filled with salacious bits of 
information on the sexual proclivities of prominent Americans: actors, columnists, activists, members of 
Congress, and even presidents. Hoover used that information to ensure appropriations for the FBI and expand 
his political power.  2013 documents reveal that agents used the NSA's out-of-control surveillance apparatus to 
spy on and track women and that the NSA tracked the porn-viewing habits of “radicalizers” in order to discredit 
them. 

We're Fighting for Your Right to Share and Innovate  

Threats to intellectual property often are waged against people that are most vulnerable and without access to 
expensive legal support. EFF has stood up to trademark bullying. We fought and won a case to protect the 
rights of gay 'Gaymers'. We have opposed the attacks on access to medicines in international treaties such as 
ACTA and TPP, which use "anti-counterfeiting" language to limit the production and distribution of generic 
medicines, including anti-retrovirals critical in the management of HIV/AIDS. 

What you can do 

• Protect Your Anonymity: Reference one of our many guides for safe and private online behavior. 
• Protect Your Rights: Support our campaigns calling on governments to safeguard digital rights. 
• Become a Member: Join over 25,000 worldwide members of EFF in fighting for liberty online. 
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